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Bentz Boats has set the standard for quality and 
innovation for over 50 years. Since our 1st alumi-
num jetboat boat built in 1970 we have developed 
superior quality, efficient and agile handling 
boats. Through years of personal and commercial 
use, customer feedback and innovative designs, 
Bentz Boats has acquired a domestic and interna-
tional clientele not only for our superior boat de-
sign but also our commitment to quality. Atten-
tion to detail and a high quality build standard 
makes Bentz Boats extremely tough with a high 
degree of impact resistance and helps ensure that 
each boat operates with a minimum of mainte-
nance.  
 
Bentz pioneered features include the sled shaped 
bow, forward and center pilot station, short stroke 
mechanical stick steering and delta pad bottom. 
These features contribute to our boats’ superior 
handling, quick planing and shallow running ca-
pabilities.  

Owner: 
Designer: 

Builder: 
Length: 
Bottom: 

Beam: 
Engines: 

Jet Units: 
Impellers: 

Maximum Speed 
Cruising Speed: 

Fuel: 
 

Private, recreational 
Carl Pottala  
Bentz Boats, LLC 
24’ 
6’ 6” 
8’ 6” 
1-Indmar Ford Raptor 575 
1-241 Hamilton Jet 
4.1 Kw Turbo Impellers 
~ 50 mph 
~ 30 mph 
120 Gallon Gasoline 
 

  Tietsort 24’ propulsion package combines Indmar’s Ford Raptor 
575 supercharged motor to Hamilton’s 241 water jet. Custom up-
holstery, wrap and flooring throughout makes for a clean, sharp 
look. Full overhead viewing windows with a center gullwing in the 
hardtop gives great visibility forward. Custom stereo system, wash-
down, rear rail corner seats, anchor locker and ski pole are just a 
few of its amenities.   

Often Imitated, Never Duplicated 
Nobody Knows Aluminum Jet Boats and Rivers Like Bentz Boats 
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